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Overview
Alexander Phimister Proctor’s bronze statue of The Pioneer was unveiled on the University of
Oregon campus on May 22, 1919. It depicts a nine-foot tall bearded Euro-American man in
buckskins and a wide-brimmed hat, striding purposefully forward with a gun over his shoulder
and a whip in hand, and standing atop a pedestal made from a McKenzie River boulder. The
statue is located at the heart of the old University of Oregon campus, facing the university
president’s office in Johnson Hall.
The Pioneer monument has attracted censure, particularly from the Native community at the
University of Oregon. Protesters point first and foremost to the name and design of the statue,
which seem to represent a celebration of the violent seizure of Native land by the pioneer
generation. These protests have also drawn on the historical record, particularly the speeches
given at the unveiling of the monument. The most famous of these speeches praised the “AngloSaxon” pioneers who “fought…. [g]reat numbers of savage Indians.”1
In 2018 and 2019, with the help of an Oregon Heritage Fellowship, I began a research project to
study the background, inspirations, and meanings of The Pioneer at the time of its creation. Most
previous work on the statue had relied on contemporary newspaper accounts, a published version
of the speeches given at its dedication, and the edited post-mortem autobiography of Proctor. I
built on this work by focusing on archival research related to the man who sculpted it, the man
who funded it, and the people at the University of Oregon who arranged for its arrival,
placement, and dedication. My hope was not only to craft a more complete history of The
Pioneer, but to get a better sense of the extent to which the speeches given at its unveiling were
an aberration or a continuation of the meanings intended by its creators.2
My research demonstrates that white supremacist violence seen in The Pioneer by Native
students today was part of the original artist’s intent. The sculptor, Alexander Phimister Proctor,
saw “Indian killing” as a constituent part of being a “typical frontiersman,” and seems to have
formed his idea of an “ideal pioneer” in part from an early encounter with a notorious Indiankiller named Big Frank. Like many other Euro-Americans of his day, Proctor saw Native people
as inherently violent, and the pioneers who had killed them as heroes. Moreover, sources from
the University of Oregon at the time suggest that Proctor’s intent to celebrate pioneer violence
would have been clear to the students and community members gathered at the statue’s unveiling
in 1919.3
With this in mind, I find that I must recommend The Pioneer be removed from its current
location. The Pioneer statue as it stands is inherently celebratory of the values it depicts. The
visual message of the statue is more powerful than any plaque that might be added to
contextualize it—for those few passersby who would even read such a plaque. If The Pioneer
remains publicly displayed on campus, it must be in a place where its violent intent is not
celebrated and where the context of its creation can be communicated—perhaps in a museum
setting or similar, where the statue’s history can be better explained. The Pioneer is a monument
to violent white supremacy, and as such it should not have a place of honor at a university
striving to be inclusive, diverse, and just.
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Joseph Nathan Teal, Patron of The Pioneer

The Pioneer statue was almost wholly funded by Joseph Nathan Teal. On January 27 1917, Teal
and the sculptor, Alexander Phimister Proctor, signed a contract agreeing to a payment of
$10,000 for the creation and delivery of the statue and the shaping of the pedestal. The
University of Oregon took on the costs of preparing the site, including the concrete base,
landscaping, and the delivery of a pedestal-worthy boulder from six to eight miles up the
McKenzie River. The statue was completed in 1918, shipped to Oregon the next year, and
unveiling in a grand ceremony around mid-afternoon on May 22, 1919.4
Joseph Nathan Teal was a successful lawyer, lumberman, Columbia river booster, and
occasional civil servant. His father, also named Joseph Teal, migrated to California in 1849, then
up to Oregon in 1851. The elder Teal, according to his son, “participated helpfully in a number
of early Indian Wars” and made a fortune in cattle ranching, shipping, and real estate, becoming
a power player in the Oregon Democratic Party. The family had multiple houses and servants—
including, into at least the 1860s, illegally held slaves. In an unpublished autobiography, Joseph
Nathan Teal wrote that his first memory was of “driving around the streets of Eugene [in a
wagon] with a big Newfoundland dog named Jedde hitched up with a negro boy named
Coleman, both of which we owned,” most likely some time between 1860 and 1862.5
Joseph Nathan Teal built on his family’s existing wealth by starting a successful law
practice, specializing at first in bankruptcy and later in corporate and transportation law, and
accrued further wealth through careful investments. In the 1900s he served in several civic and
government posts, gained through hard work and good political connections, including a spot on
the Portland Charter Committee (1901), the chairmanship of the Oregon Conservation
Commission (1908), the job of the U.S. Shipping Commissioner (1920), and others. Politically,
he identified as a “rock-ribbed, dyed-in-the-wool [D]emocrat”—a family tradition. He
considered himself both “unduly conservative” and a proponent of moderate progressive
reforms.6
One reason that Teal eventually decided to fund The Pioneer was likely the example of
his father-in-law, David P. Thompson, a successful banker and Western politician. One of
Thompson’s last public acts had been the funding of the David P. Thompson Fountain, featuring
the Roland Hinton Perry statue Elk, in downtown Portland—unveiled in 1900 and still standing
in 2019. When he died in 1901, Thompson entrusted Teal with significant funds and family
responsibilities. Among these was funding the creation of another monument. Teal hired Herman
A. McNeil to sculpt The Coming of the White Man, installed in Portland’s Washington Park in
1904 and remaining in 2019. The statue depicts, in the words of Teal, Chief Multnomah “bravely
facing a fate he could not avoid” at the approach of Lewis and Clark, a monument to the idea that
“before civilization’s march barbarism falls, as disappears the dew before the rising sun.”7
Teal was often elegiac in his discussions of Native people, consigning them to a dying
past. Much of his family’s ranch land, originally seized from indigenous peoples in the 1850s,
was worked by Native cowboys from the Warm Springs reservation. Teal praised their skill,
work ethic, and especially their role fighting alongside the Euro-Americans against the Modoc in
the 1870s. But he consistently viewed “the Indian” as a “child of nature,” unsuited and unfit for
the modern world. While sympathetic to Native people, like other Euro-Americans of his day
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Teal saw the indigenous as prelude to a white Northwest, fated to be replaced by the “empire…
of the highest type of American citizenship” he was trying to build.8
By 1916, Teal had made it known among his friends and associates that he was interested
in hiring a sculptor to craft a statue in honor of the Oregon pioneers. It remains unclear exactly
what spurred him to do so. His father-in-law’s influence seems clear; his father’s perhaps less so,
in view of the offense Teal took at reporting that claimed the statue was meant to pay homage to
his father specifically rather than the “honor of the pioneers generally.” Teal’s image of an ideal
pioneer seems to have been his uncle-in-law Henry Coleman—a pioneer and participant in
“Indian wars” who Teal described as plainly dressed, with “his hair and whiskers long,” a man
honest, taciturn, hardworking, and universally respected.9
In January 1917, Teal met and made a contract with Alexander Phimister Proctor for The
Pioneer. While the initial contract left it open whether the statue would be situated in Eugene or
Portland, Teal quickly struck a deal with the University of Oregon Board of Regents to put The
Pioneer in its current place on campus. From that point on, Teal left all of the details—even the
intent—to Proctor. “The artist,” he wrote, “is the one that should be considered,” and it was “the
genius of Proctor” that would “typify The Pioneer.” It was Proctor’s intent and Proctor’s views,
Teal asserted, that should bear the most weight.10

Alexander Phimister Proctor, the Sculptor of the Pioneer
Alexander Phimister Proctor was a celebrated sculptor, animalier, and monument-maker. He was
most famous as a Western artist—not only because much of his work focused on Western
themes and figures, but also because he cultivated a persona as a man of the West as well as a
man of the arts. He lived, and wanted to be known, as a two-fisted artist-adventurer, at home in
the rough-and-tumble wild. In the original drafts of his autobiography, “From Buckskins to
Paris,” Proctor spent at least as much time on his hunting escapades as he did on his many
achievements in the art world.11
Proctor came from a middle-class westering family; during his childhood the family
moved from Ontario to Michigan to Iowa to Colorado. His two great loves, he claimed from
infancy on, were shooting guns and making art, and he apparently excelled at both. After Proctor
“showed art symptoms” as a young boy, his father bought him art lessons, and Proctor continued
to impress. The young man ended up studying in New York, made his mark with animal
sculptures, added a third great love in the form of his wife Mody (Margaret Gerow Proctor), with
whom he eventually had several children, got a scholarship to study in Paris, and (to make a very
long story short) became a prolifically successful sculptor in the early twentieth-century, with a
specialty in monuments generally and equestrian monuments specifically. The Pioneer—
sculpted in 1918, unveiled in 1919—was from the early middle of his career, the first of several
monuments by Proctor that still stand in Oregon.12
Most of Proctor’s early successes were animal figures. A casting of one of his more
ubiquitous sculptures, named Fate or Panther, was given as a gift to his friendly acquaintance
Teddy Roosevelt by Gifford Pinchot; one of Proctor’s favorite anecdotes was of the time he’d
blown off a meeting with the future president to instead have lunch with the woman who became
his future wife. Creating realistic sketches and sculptures of animals sometimes helped Proctor
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pursue two passions at the same time; he would shoot an animal, sketch it, dissect it to study its
musculature, and finally eat it—thus, in his words, “serv[ing] a double purpose, artistic, mebby
[sic], and at any rate gastronomical.” At other times his pursuit of true-to-life animal forms was
grimmer; the realism of his feline sculpture came not just from careful observation of the
movements of his own cats, but from the killing and dissection of a series of alley cats he paid
New York street urchins fifty cents apiece for.13
By the time of The Pioneer, Proctor was famous for sculptures of Western life more
broadly, cowboys and Indians as well as animals. He claimed later that he had wanted to sculpt
the “ideal pioneer” for quite some time. He found his model before he found a benefactor: in the
mid-1910s on Bill Hanley’s P Ranch, Proctor spotted an itinerant laborer named Jess Cravens
who he thought would make a perfect model. Over “six feet tall, [with] long hair and whiskers
and even… buckskin clothes,” Cravens also had the right persona, “[k]een-eyed and taciturn
with the calm.” Proctor thus went to his meeting with Teal in 1917 well-prepared, with a sample
plasteline model already at the ready. Despite the fact that both Proctor and Teal were leveled by
stomach ailments for months after they’d signed the contract in January of that year, and despite
his model Cravens having shaved his beard while on the run from a poaching charge in Idaho,
Proctor was able to finish the design for The Pioneer in 1918. The plaster version of the statue
was pointed up [enlarged] by the sculptor Robert Paine, shipped to the Gorham company in
Providence, Rhode Island to be cast in bronze, and then the finished version was shipped back
across the country to Eugene in 1919.14
Cravens was the immediate model for The Pioneer, but Proctor’s ideal of a pioneer had
been shaped years earlier, when he was a teenager in Colorado. Through many drafts of his
original autobiography, Proctor struggled to fully capture the story of the man who molded this
ideal—a man whose name was given only as “Big Frank, a typical frontiersman and Indian
Fighter.” 15 In an autobiography where most physical descriptions are encapsulated in a few
chosen words or perhaps a sentence, Proctor’s many drafts of his story of Big Frank stand out for
the length of the descriptive prose as well as the admiration within them. To take part of a
description from one version of the story:
Big Frank was about thirty-two years of age. In my eyes, he was a veritable
Knight of Old. Straight and free of movement as an Indian chief, he had long
brown hair swirling around his broad shoulders that added height to his six feet
four. It was a joy to see [his] sinuous body sway rhythmically with the movement
of a horse when his half-broken bay horse cavorted. His wide, stiff, brimmed
Stetson hat sat straight on his small, erect head, and threw into shadow the coldest
steel-gray eyes I ever looked into; yet they were pleasant enough when he smiled.
Frank’s Indian-tanned buckskins, the fringe swinging with every movement of his
body, gave him a picturesque appearance…. His face was that of a killer, but not
the murder type. When talking, he looked straight at you with a calm born of
conscious strength. His tanned, rugged face was of the kind developed only in the
Wild West, where dangers and hardships are the order of the day…. Killing an
occasional Indian was all in the day’s work with him.16
The core of Proctor’s story of Big Frank always remained the same. He was a prolific Indian
killer, who in this case had touched off an escalating dispute between a local band of Utes and
local ranchers by shooting down a Ute man named Yellow Moccasin during an argument—
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purportedly just as Yellow Moccasin was going for his gun. Only the details of story changed in
Proctor’s various tellings of it; whether Frank was habituated to “killing an occasional Indian” or
“an occasional Injun,” say, or whether the sound Yellow Moccasin body made as he hit the
ground was more of a “squawk,” a “squack,” or a “splashing sound.” In all the variations Big
Frank was a handsome hero, the ideal of what a frontiersman and pioneer should be.17
Proctor’s worshipful description of Big Frank highlighted the same features he was
looking for in an ideal pioneer. Cravens was a perfect model for The Pioneer because he, like
Big Frank, was tall with long hair on his head and face; because he, like Big Frank, was keeneyed; because he, like Big Frank, maintained a taciturn calm. Indian killing was, to Proctor, a
vital part of the pioneer palate. The ready violence Proctor so masterfully brought to life in The
Pioneer was meant to be deployed against indigenous people as well as animals.18
Proctor had a lifelong fascination with Native people, as his biographers have noted. He
strove hard to collect Indian artifacts, and his descendants have happy memories of playing
Indian with purchased traditional garb, instruments, and sacred objects. He often visited and
lived on reservations, not just because his government contacts allowed him to stay for free, but
also because he wanted to take in Native cultures and hire Native models for his many depictions
of them. Proctor expressed a distaste for white folk who pestered indigenous people for Indian
names, but also felt pride in the many Indian names he accrued (or claimed) for himself. There is
no question that Native cultures and peoples were of significant interest to him throughout his
life.19
But Proctor’s interest did not necessarily mean allyship; Proctor celebrated Indian killers,
and viewed indigenous people as innately violent and largely unfit for civilization. Proctor
believed there was “a tiger in each red hide,” and in the original drafts of his autobiography he
wrote about how he kept a gun at the ready whenever around Native folk. When tasked with
driving a gut-shot man named George to the doctor after a “duel” in the mid-1910s, Proctor first
handed out guns to his wife and kid before loading the man into the car—because there were
“fifty Indians” present (uninvolved in the violence) and thus “some danger.” As a young man
during times of unrest he had “trembled with excitement” and felt a “thrill” when the prospect of
having the opportunity to have a shootout with Indians seemed like it might arise. Although there
is no record of him engaging in violence against Native people personally, his readiness, even
eagerness, to do so are apparent throughout the early drafts of his autobiography.20
Proctor’s amazing artistic eye was trammeled by a colonizing gaze, something clearest in
the near-nudity of so many of his Native subjects. Previous scholarship on Proctor in Oregon has
noted the problems behind Indian Maiden and Fawn, a sculpture inspired by an indigenous
beauty queen at a Pendleton Round-Up; Proctor took inspiration from the original woman, then
in his mind’s eye removed her clothes and added a deer. But the phenomenon is at least as clear
in his sculptures of Native men on horseback, most wearing only a loincloth rather than what
they would actually wear for hunting or war. Indeed, while visiting the Cheyenne Indian
Reservation in 1914 Proctor had his models strip to represent Indians at war even as he bargained
to try and purchase traditional war shirts from Cheyenne veterans. The war shirts were deeply
desired artifacts for Proctor, but they had no place in his vision for Indian statuary—his models
would have no more than a breechcloth.21
Many of Proctor’s prejudices against Indians were edited out of his autobiography before
it was posthumously published. A version of the story of “Big Frank” persisted, but the line
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about how “killing an Indian/Injun was all in a day’s work for him,” present in every previous
draft, was removed, along with the details about the sound of the body. Fears of “bears or Indians
in the night,” that might be warded off by Proctor’s .65 gun “Satan,” were removed; only the gun
and the imagined bear remained. Proctor’s assertion a racial lack of work ethic shared by all
Native people was similarly edited out.22
A heavy editorial hand was taken to Proctor’s other prejudices. The epithet was removed
from Proctor’s account of the shooting of “Nigger George” (discussed above), removing the
racial component that was likely the central motivator for the shooting. While Proctor
occasionally used the then-appropriate term “Negroes” when referring to people of African
descent, he defaulted to offensive terms like “nigger” and “darkie,” particularly when cracking
jokes about his children’s nursemaid, a train porter purportedly awed by Proctor’s hunting gear,
or a fictional cowardly African American soldier in World War I. Other prejudices were edited
out by Proctor himself; he expressed distaste for the “kikes and ginnies” who lumberjack in
private correspondence, but wrote more vaguely about “I.W.W. bums” when writing for
posterity. Like others of his race, class, and time period, Proctor seems to have (perhaps
unconsciously) embraced white supremacy.23
Proctor’s racial ideas matter because they inflected the creation and composition of The
Pioneer. Whether or not one considers Proctor’s racism being that of a “man of his time” to be
exculpatory at a personal level, it certainly shaped his intent when creating the statue. Proctor
meant The Pioneer to be an idealized portrait of one for whom “killing an Injun is all in a day’s
work.” Readings of the statue that see the threat of violence are getting it right.

The Pioneer at the University of Oregon in 1919
The violence implicit in The Pioneer would not have been lost on the crowds that gathered at the
University of Oregon to see the monument unveiled on May 22, 1919. The crowd was a mix of
students, community members, and aging pioneers. Many of the speeches they listened to
focused on the importance of education for the men and women of Oregon—women were
especially highlighted, as the University was expanding its facilities for female students—and
the important example the pioneers had set for both. Speakers discussed pioneer bravery,
“unselfish devotion,” and courage as they fought “great numbers of savage Indians.” Frederick
V. Holman, the speaker who was the most frank about pioneer violence, would have been
familiar to most of the old pioneers in the crowd—he was President of the Oregon Historical
Society, President of the Sons and Daughters of Oregon Pioneers, and Former President of the
Oregon Pioneer Association.24
Holman’s remarks on the “Anglo-Saxon race” fighting “savage Indians” were a late
addition to the program, but appreciated by the administration and the public. His speech became
perhaps the most widely distributed of those at the event, with special commemorative copies
printed and the whole text published in the Quarterly of the Oregon Historical Society. Even
before that publication, the Office of the President had reached out to make sure that it had
appropriately captured the words of all of the speakers at the unveiling.25
Most of the old pioneers gathered for the unveiling would have been used to hearing talk
about race war against “savage Indians,” and used to the notion that for the average pioneer
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“killing an occasional Injun was all in a day’s work.” While stories of wanton pioneer violence
had lost their luster in the public square by the 1910s, private gatherings of pioneers still
swapped stories of Indian-killing and the butchering of Native corpses for trophies for decades
after. Even those who had not participated in Indian-killing themselves during the genocidal
periods of Oregon history nonetheless often considered such killing to be part of the pioneer
experience. “The understanding was that all were to be killed,” one pioneer had said of Native
people in the 1850s, and that understanding was widely shared by many pioneers then and since.
While many might have considered dwelling on such violence to be inappropriate on this or
perhaps any public occasion, the old pioneers would have seen in The Pioneer the readiness for
racial violence that Proctor intended.26
And there is reason to believe that the gathered students (like the pioneers, almost
entirely Euro-American) would also have been familiar with notions of pioneers unleashing
violence upon indigenous peoples. Those who had learned about American Civilization from
Professor Harold D. Sheldon (who taught at the university for most of 1900 – 1947) would have
been told that local Native communities had been “the feeblest and most degraded of the
aborigines of North America,” and that successful colonial nations became so only when they
“remained true to the culture” they had brought with them in the face of “savage enemies.” The
male students would likely have heard stories of violence against indigenous peoples during their
mandatory military drills, as would have community volunteers. Colonel John Leader, the
flamboyant British officer who led the war effort in Eugene through WWI, was mostly known
for his passion about the war effort and fondness for ribald jokes aimed at coeds. But he might
well have shared his opinion of, say the “bushmen” of Australia, who Leader thought of devilworshipping cannibals unsuited to civilization, or his worries that the “white American” was
disappearing due to the immigration of “lower” races. The students might have been told by their
American commanding officer, Colonel William H. C. Bowen, of the necessity of what Bowen
called “rather crude… handling” of the ‘red brother’” in the taking of the West by
frontiersman—and might even have been told just how murderously “crude” such handling got.
Many students and community members who had made their way through initial training would
have ended up in the “Pioneer” company, practicing war in honor of their forebears, using old
Springfield rifles that had likely first been purchased for use against Indians.27
The violent message of The Pioneer would have been clear to nearly all of those gathered
at the unveiling in 1919. Teal would have seen traces of his Indian-fighting ancestors, Proctor the
best traits of his Indian-killing muse. When Holman listed fighting “savage Indians” among the
signature pioneer accomplishments, it would have raised few eyebrows in the crowd. To the
extent that the violence of The Pioneer has faded from the forefront of people’s perceptions, it
had done so only in the ensuing decades, as Oregon slowly moved away from celebrating or
even remembering the violence of its founding generation.

The Pioneer at the University of Oregon in 2019
The violent message of The Pioneer has not been lost on Native community members at the
University of Oregon. Repeatedly in interviews and in public protests, Native students have
pointed out not only the racist history of the statue, but the harm it continues to do today:
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“I think it represents the history of racism, of genocide, the history of taking land while
writing Indians out of their land through law, through policies, through these narratives in
local histories.”28
“it reminds me of just white power… the privileges people have… just having that kind
of figure, the pioneer person in general… [says] this is kind of a white dominated area.”29
“Well it's very obvious that it's - the archetypical pioneer, and if you look at him, he's got
his whip, and he's like - to me it's - a white supremacist symbol now. That's what I think
about when I look at it. And genocide.”30

The historical record supports Native students’ interpretations of The Pioneer; it was intended to
be among other things a celebration of white supremacist violence, of Anglo-Saxon adventurers
for whom “killing an occasional Injun is all in a day’s work.” It remains a symbol of that today,
even though the University of Oregon’s values and student body have changed significantly over
the past hundred years.
The Pioneer will continue to signify white supremacist violence as long as it stands on a
pedestal in the heart of campus. Proctor did his work well; the sculpture will communicate this
message more powerfully than any plaque could hope to. In a museum or similar, the statue
could be contextualized as a part of the University of Oregon’s history. If The Pioneer remains
where it is, it will remain a celebration of the white supremacy that was so deeply woven in to
the University of Oregon’s culture at the time of its unveiling.
Proctor’s major work celebrating the Confederacy has already been removed. In 2017,
the city council of Dallas voted unanimously to take down Proctor’s 1936 statue Robert E. Lee.
While acknowledging that the statue was a work of art with a history (FDR had unveiled it!), the
city council decided that the ideologies the monument celebrated had no place in the modern city
of Dallas. There are tensions around Confederate statues across the South, as communities
decide whether or not to remove monuments to a system of racial domination, violence, and
slavery.31
In the West, our problematic monuments are to America’s other great sin, the violent
seizure of Native lands and murder of Native peoples. The movement to re-examine these
monuments is steadily growing. In 2018, the city of San Francisco removed the Early Days
portion of one of the oldest such monuments in the country, Frank Happersberger’s 1894
Pioneer Monument, which had depicted a supine Indian at the feet of a priest as a cowboy raises
his hand in victory. After decades of Native protest, the city had put up a small and ineffective
plaque in 1995. In recent years, in response to growing public awareness and discontent, a
critical mass of the public and city officials came to see Early Days as a “statuary tribute to mass
murder,” and the statue was taken down entirely. Similar conversations are brewing around other
controversial monuments in the West.32
The closest analogue to The Pioneer at the University of Oregon is the statue known as
Silent Sam (originally Confederate Monument), unveiled in 1913 on the campus of the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Like The Pioneer, Silent Sam is a monument to a
bygone age on a campus that has transformed since. Like The Pioneer, Silent Sam was meant to
represent the everyday foot-soldier of white supremacy—the fight to preserve slavery through
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the Confederacy in the case of Silent Sam, the fight to perpetuate violent colonialism in the case
of The Pioneer. Like the University of Oregon, UNC Chapel Hill has changed significantly since
the 1910s—even as the underlying message of each statue has not. UNC Chapel Hill has
struggled with how to effectively deal with Silent Sam because of laws that limit university
action on monuments without state intervention. Oregon and the University of Oregon do not
have similar strictures.33
The University of Oregon has improved markedly on issues of race over the last hundred
years. The incoming class in 2018/2019 school year was the most diverse on record for the
university, and the administration has expressed the hope of doing even better in the future. Just
a few blocks down from The Pioneer, the flags of the recognized indigenous nations of Oregon
fly over the courtyard outside of the student union, at the new nerve center of campus. Most
university community members would reject the language and sentiments that undergirded The
Pioneer. But the original core meaning of the statue persists, unchanged.34
The University of Oregon has the opportunity to be a leader in rethinking what we honor
about our past and what we want to project about Oregon’s present and future. Many monuments
across the state and region will need to be revisited, revised, and, when the circumstances
warrant, removed. The Pioneer stands for values that are now anathema to the university; its
removal will be a mark of how those values have changed for the better.
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